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Project description
CoinTube – is a private decentralized video system. The video is not stored on a central server, but it
is shared between network members. Network members using the internal currency can share video,
store or view it.
How is the system economy organized?
The system has a limited number of internal currencies CTUBE: 88,800,000
There are two members of the system:
1. TUBERS are the system participants who share video.
2. KEEPERS are users who store video.
The main directions of currency movement:
- Tuber –> Keepers – bloggers pay a fixed price for storing video. So Keepers can choose which video
to store in their system.
- Keepers –> Tubers – watching videos requires payment for Bloggers. But then again, they set the
cost for watching the video by themselves.
Trading on the online market:
To avoid the situation of keeping all money by one side (for example, the Keepers), the currency will
be traded on the online market. It will result in a continuous exchange of currency. Own system
startup for buying/selling internal currency is on the roadmap.

CoinTube network
All the interaction with video is done through the CoinTube service. The service will include a web
version, Android/iOS application, and software solutions.
There is no moderation in the system; therefore all decisions are taken by the system participants.
Swarm technology operation:
Swarm aspires to be the generic storage and delivery service catering for all usecases ranging from
serving low latency realtime interactive web applications as well as acting as guaranteed persistent
storage for rarely used content. The incentive system makes sure that participating nodes following
their rational self-interest nonetheless converge on an emergent swarm behavior that is beneficial for
the entire system as well as economically self-sustaining. In particular, it allows nodes in the network
to pool their bandwidth and storage resources in the most efficient way to collectively provide
services.
The planned features of swarm include integrity protection, random access (range queries), url-based
addressing, manifest-based routing on virtual hosts, domain name resolution via Ethereum Name
Service, encryption support, plausible deniability, bandwidth and storage incentives, associated
metadata, on-demand download of ethereum blockchain state/receipts/contract-storage, auto-scaling
by popularity (elastic cloud), auto-syncing, client side configurable redundancy/availability
Both Swarm and Whisper are complementary technologies contributing to the vision of Ethereum as a
"world computer". When imagining Ethereum as a metaphor for a shared computer, it should be noted
that computation alone is not enough. For a computer to be fully useful, it also needs storage to
"remember" things and bandwidth to "communicate" them. This could be summarized as such:
Contracts: decentralized logic
Swarm: decentralized storage
Whisper: decentralized messaging

More specifically, Swarm is being designed as an accounting protocol that benefits from the
automatic execution of so-called "smart contracts" running on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).
This accounting protocol is independent of the physical storage mechanism. That is, it is not
intrinsically tied to a specific storage system. It could be IPFS, BitTorrent, or some future technology
not yet invented.
It is not entirely clear where Swarm and Whisper fit into the development roadmap and when or if
they will be delivered by the same developers that developed the EVM, however it is part of the
vision of a fully decentralized web.
Ratings and the fight against unwanted video
First, the user can set filters and exclude unwanted video with the help of CoinTube solutions. Also,
he can watch videos of popular Tubers using the collection.
Secondly, the technology of smart contracts is implemented in the system. By means of it, users can
independently promote or block the video.
What are you intending to make money off?
The service will make money off commission fees paid by Tubers and Keepers. The base commission
fee is 0.5 %.
The implementation of the online market of currency buying/selling is in the works. The commission
fee will equal to 0.25 %.

Roadmap
2017 – development of Web-solutions, Android/IOS mobile applications as well as
software-applications. Experience with popular bloggers (contracts for video posting in our service).
2018 – creation of the internal online market for buying/selling currency as well as advertising video
market.

ICO and tokens
Dates of the ICO: August 1 – August 31, 2017.
Total amount of tokens: 88,800,000
Platform: Ethereum / WAVES
Name: CoinTube
Code: CTB
Symbol: ▷
Limit: 50.000 ETH

Tokens for selling under ICO: 80 %
Tokens for team: 20 %

Discounts:
Pre-ICO - 5.000 ETH - 4000:1
Round 1 - 0 - 5.000 ETH - 3000:1
Round 2 - 5.000 - 10000 ETH - 2500:1
Round 3 - 10.000 - 15.000 ETH - 1500:1
Round 4 - 15.000 - 20.000 ETH - 1000:1
Round 5 - 20.000 - 25.000 ETH - 750:1
Round 6 - 25.000 - 30.000 ETH - 502:1
Round 7 - 30.000 - 50.000 ETH - 239:1
Total tokens for sale: 71.040.000
After ICO you can change WAVES tokens on Ethereum tokens. After payment and sending
transaction ID you receive tokens on WAVES in 1-2 days. On Ethereum you receive tokens instantly.
In the future tokens will be integrated into the interaction system between users in the CoinTube
system.

Expenses
20% – the development team (Blockchain Development, Web-development, Mobile App
Development, Software Development, UX/UI Design)
50 % – marketing (Digital Marketing, PR Marketing, Social Marketing, YouTube Marketing)
10 % – lawyers, Account Department, Administrative Department
10 % – infrastructure
10 % – community development (bag scanning, feedback, API)

Team
Bosheniatov Dmitrii – the founder, more than 5 years` experience as an online marketing specialist.
Created advertising campaigns for the following companies: Aliexpress, OBI, GetTaxi, Open Bank,
Zolotaya Korona, and Svyaznoy. He is fond of Chinese culture.
Bosheniatova Elena – co-founder, blogger/make-up artist. The main direction: interaction with
YouTube-bloggers. Searching of problems, identification of needs and generation of new solutions for
the Development Department.

Terms & Conditions
CoinTube (CTB) Crowdsale: Terms & Conditions
The following Terms and Conditions (“Terms”) govern the sale of CoinTube cryptographic tokens
(“CTB”) to crowdsale participants (“Purchasers” collectively, and “Purchaser” individually).
It is not a solicitation for investment and does not pertain in any way to an offering of securities
in any jurisdiction. Individuals, businesses, and other organizations should carefully weigh the
risks, costs, and benefits of acquiring CTB early in the initial sale versus waiting to purchase
CTB on open, third-party exchanges.
IMPORTANT
Ownership of CTB carries no rights express or implied. Purchases of CTB are non-refundable.
Purchasers should have no expectation of influence over governance of the CoinTube Video Platform.
By participating in the sale of CTB, you expressly acknowledge and represent that you have carefully
reviewed the Terms and fully understand the risks, costs, and benefits of purchasing CTB and agree to
be bound by these Terms. As set forth below, you further represent and warrant that, to the extent
permitted by law, you are authorized to purchase CTB in your relevant jurisdiction, are of a legal age
to be bound by these Terms, and will not hold liable for any losses or any special, incidental, or
consequential damages arising out of, or in any way connected to the sale of CTB, now or in the
future, MobileGo Foundation and its affiliates, and the officers, directors, agents, joint ventures,
employees and suppliers of CoinTube or its affiliates.
WARNING: DO NOT PURCHASE MGO IF YOU ARE NOT AN EXPERT IN DEALING
WITH CRYPTOGRAPHIC TOKENS AND BLOCKCHAIN-BASED SOFTWARE SYSTEMS.
Purchases of CTB should be undertaken only by individuals, entities, or companies that have
significant experience with, and understanding of, the usage and intricacies of cryptographic tokens,
like bitcoin (“BTC”), and blockchainbased software systems. Purchasers should have functional
understanding of storage and transmission mechanisms associated with other cryptographic tokens.
While the CoinTube Foundation will be available to assist Purchasers of CTB during and after the
sale, the CoinTube Foundation will not be responsible for lost BTC or CTB resulting from actions
taken by, or omitted by Purchasers. Note, in particular, that CTB Purchasers should take great care to
write down their wallet password and not lose it so as to be sure that they will be able to access their
CTB when it becomes available after the initial sale. If you do not have such experience or expertise,
then you should not purchase CTB or participate in the pre-sale of CTB
WARNING: CRYPTOGRAPHIC TOKENS MAY EXPERIENCE EXTREME PRICE
VOLATILITY.
CoinTube tokens do not represent any formal or legally binding investment. Cryptographic tokens that
possess value in public markets, such as BTC, have demonstrated extreme fluctuations in price over
short periods of time on a regular basis. A Purchaser of CTB should be prepared to expect similar
fluctuations, both down and up, in the price of CTB denominated in BTC or United States dollars

(“USD”) or currencies of other jurisdictions. Such fluctuations are due to market forces and represent
changes in the balance of supply and demand. CoinTube Foundation cannot and does not guarantee
market liquidity for CTB and therefore there may be periods of time in which CTB is difficult to buy.
Additionally, due to different regulatory dictates in different jurisdictions and the inability of citizens
of certain countries to open accounts at exchanges located anywhere in the world, the liquidity of
CTB may be markedly different in different countries and this would likely be reflected in significant
price discrepancies. By purchasing CTB, you expressly acknowledge and represent that you fully
understand that CTB may experience volatility in pricing and will not seek to hold any of the
CoinTube Foundation Parties liable for any losses or any special, incidental, or consequential
damages arising from, or in any way connected to, the sale of CTB.
WARNING: THE PURCHASE OF MGO ENTAILS A NUMBER OF RISKS
The purchase of CTB carries with it a number of risks. Prior to purchasing CTB, you should carefully
consider the risks listed below and, to the extent necessary, consult an appropriate lawyer, accountant,
or tax professional. If any of the following risks are unacceptable to you, you should not purchase
CTB. By purchasing CTB, and to the extent permitted by law, you are agreeing not to hold any of the
CoinTube Foundation Parties liable for any losses or any special, incidental, or consequential
damages arising from, or in any way connected, to the sale of CTB, including losses associated with
the risks set forth below.

